
Reading Guide:
Enlightenment in Europe, Revolution in America, Chapter 20
French Revolution and Napoleon, Chapter 21

Industrial Revolution, Chapter 22

All reading should have notes in either Cornell format or other structured format detailed in your
notebook. These will be checked in either during the unit or on the day of the test. Please stay up to
date with your readings.

Homework due Heath: Spielvogel:

4/13/12 Philosophe salon presentation &
poster preparation

Philosophe salon presentation &
poster preparation

4/18/12 Read/notes on French Revolution
21.1

Read/notes on Chapter 19 “A
Revolution in Politics: The Era of
the French Revolution & Napoleon

4/19/12 Read/notes on French Revolution
21.2

4/20/12 Read/notes on French Revolution
21.3 & 21.4

4/23 Read/notes on chapter 22.1
The Industrial Revolution

Read/notes on Chapter 20: The
Industrial Revolution and its
Impact on Society

4/24 Read/notes on chapter 22. 2
The Industrial Revolution

4/25 Read/notes on chapter 22. 4
The Industrial Revolution

4/27/12 Test on Chapters 20 -22 Test on Chapters 20 -22

Notebook/homework check for the end of the chapter should include the following:
1. Chapter 21 notes: 1-4 (20 points)

2. Chapter 20 Vocabulary worksheet (10 points)
3. Notes from the American Revolution/French revolution video clips (5 points)
4. Chapter 22 notes: 1, 2 & 4 (15 points)
5. Chapter 21 Vocabulary worksheet (10 points)
6. Chapter 22 notes Vocabulary worksheet (10 points)

7. The Guillotine video viewing guide (5 points)
8. Notes from the film The Children of the British Industrial Revolution (5 points)

* Total points for binder check = 80



20. 1:
baroque music
salons
pholosphes

20.1
-identify each of the the philosophes discussed in class and discuss 5 of the
Enlightenment’s core ideas
-The Age of Enlightenment-importance of and impact of

20.2
Adam Smith
free trade
laissez faire
wealth of nations
physiocrats
demand/supply
market economy
separation of powers

20.2
-identify Adam Smith and discuss his 3 laws of economics
-identify Baron de Montesquieu and explain the concept of separations of powers
-Rousseau’s view on government
-other Enlightenment thinkers: Cook, Voltaire, Marie Therese Geoffrin,  Diderot,

Joseph Priestly, Ben Franklin, James Cook, Johann Sebastian Bach, George

Frederick Handel, Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart, Ludwig van Beethoven, Adam Smith,

Montesquieu, Rousseau

20.4
-constitutional
monarchy

20.4
 -cabinet
-prime minister

21. 1
-Estates General
-Storming of the
Bastille
-Great Fear
-French Revolution
-Rights of Man

21.1
-identify the 3 estates and explain why the third estate hated the old regime
-describe the financial crisis that forces LouisXVI to call a meeting of the estates in
general
-how does the French revolution differ form that of the “Glorious Revolution” in
England the colonists’ revolution in the US?

21.2
-radical
-coalition

21.2
-identify the national Assembly and explain how it took power
-describe the government created by the nationals assemebly

21.3

-plebiscite
-coup

21.3

-evaluate Napoleon’s achievements and failures

21.4 21.4
blockade; -scorched-earth policy; -exile; guerilla

22.1
-industrial revolution
-enclosure movement
-crop rotation
-population explosion

22.1
-using a population pyramid
-identify the enclosure movement and explain its importance
-list the geographic advances that helped Great Britain become the world’s first
industrialized nation
-explain how a good banking system gave Britain an important economic advantage

22.2
-unions
-

22.2
-identify the inventions that foster the Industrial Revolution
-identify cause and effect relationship among technological developments
-concept of laissez-faire applied to economics

22.4
-unions

22.4
-describe the living and working conditions of British factory workers during the early
1800s; -involvement of children in factory work


